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About The Garlic News
The Garlic News is a membership newsletter
distributed at cost to members. It provides a
networking forum for the sharing of garlic
information. Started in 2004, it carries on from
where the Garlic Newsletter and The Voice of
Garlic left off.
Back issues are available both in single copy
and attractive 1-year bound sets.
For lists of articles in previous issues, go to:
www.garlicnews.ca/ or,
www.rasacreekfarm.com
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Editorial Policy
The purpose of the Garlic News is to enable
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and suitability. They may be edited for length
and content. The Editor reserves the right to
refuse advertising, subscriptions, or material
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the worth of the publication. Articles should be
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pictures.No reproduction, duplication or
electronic transmission without the editor’s
written permission. Contents copyright © 2015
Paul Pospisil.
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The editor provides guidelines on business planning for a successful market garden
with garlic as a primary crop.
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Using the Garlic News in your garden; fungal diseases thrive in 2015 crops;
rounds and 2-clove bulbs in Porcelains.

A clove here and there
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Hottest summer and warmest August; a super El Nino; revised Canadian Organic
Standard; and, the Wagar Oogarah Farm 2015 Crop Report.

We Get Calls and Letters
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Planting experiences with both spring and fall planting.

Ail Quebec News
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Jean Lafontaine gives a summary of the latest news from this dynamic association;
fungal disease problems with imported seed garlic; two approaches to growing
cleaner seed by the bulbil method; Annual General Meeting elects three new members.
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Liz Tobola discusses plot rotation and fertilizing her garlic.

Another Unique Garlic Dibble
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Robert Boutillier provides a description of a light weight dibble for planting garlic
in 8’ wide raised beds.

Humour: When Mother Nature gets playful, farmers get smart
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Julie Fleischauer puts a humorous view to the serious problem of fungal diseases
that affected their garlic crop.

Garlic Connections: HCGGA page
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Deb Barnhart continues on from Issues 44 & 45 with the 3rd and final part of the
series, Value Added Opportunities in Marketing your garlic.

The Garlic Directory
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Garlic ads, listings and useful garlic contacts. Growers are finding the advantage of
letting buyers know about their garlic. “Don’t hide your garlic under a bushel!”

Garlic Recipes & Ideas
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Eat your garlic and have it, too. How to use the garlic from that gift braid and enjoy
it hanging on the wall, too; a recipe for Garlic Tea for colds.

Garlic Recipes: Munchies and treats for the holiday season
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Baked garlicky chips, celery sticks, crunchy garlic cloves and more.

Garlic News Cookbook Recipe Contest
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Gain fame and glory with your original recipe in this members’ contest.

Our Featured Garlic Grower from Ontario: Wagar Oogarah Farm
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Viren and Dorothy Oogarah are new growers since 2014 but they have demonstrated
good farming practice in both organic method and diversifications right from the start.

The Garlic Directory: Garlic Products at Wholesale from Eureka
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Al Picketts has garlic and a business to help other market gardeners with their business.

Garlic Research: Number of Cloves per Bulb
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A phenomenon observed in the 2015 crop year was the reduced number of cloves
per bulb in Porcelain cultivars. 2 and 3-clove bulbs appear to have been the result
of a shortened growing season.

Garlic Report from Thunder Bay
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Renata Thiboutot talks about the 2012 problem of Aster Yellows and the growing
techniques they have been developing on their farm in the boreal forest of Ontario.

More Calls and Letters (continued from page 5)

18, 19 & 20

Members ask questions and share news and views on many garlic topics.

Winter is the best time on the farm to catch up on those jobs that just
don’t seem to get done in the busy planting, growing and harvest season.
As well as doing maintenance and repairs on farm equipment, why not
take the time to build some of those gadgets or other items needed to
plant, weed, harvest or cure your garlic? You’ll be glad you did when
next summer rolls around.
Our NEW Email Address:
garlicnews@kingston.net
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